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Abstract. we propose a generation method of membership function for extracting features of brain tissues on images of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)5 . This method is derived from histogram analysis to create a membership function. According to a priori knowledge given by the neuro-radiologist, such as the features of gray level of diﬀerentiate brain tissues in MR images, we detect the peak or valley features of the histogram of MRI brain images. Then we determine a transformation of the histogram by selecting the feature values to generate a fuzzy membership function that corresponds to one type of brain tissues. A function approximations process is used to build a continuous membership function. This proposed method is validated for extracting whiter matter (WM), gray matter (GM), cerebra spino ﬂuid (CSF). It is evaluated also using simulated MR images with two diﬀerent, T1-weighted, T2-weighted MRI sequences. The higher agreement with the reference fuzzy model has been discovered by kappa statistic.
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Introduction



The feature extraction is very important process in a fusion system especially for the features fusion. Fuzzy set theory is an empirical science[1]. It represents those natural phenomenon which we observe in our real lives. A fuzzy set has been deﬁned as a collection of some objects with membership degree [2]. A membership function represents a mapping of the elements of a universe of discourse to the unit interval [0, 1] in order to determine the degree to which each object is compatible with distinctive features to collect. The meaning and measurement to the membership degree is one of the main diﬃculties for determining a membership function. [2] had introduced six classes of some experimental methods that help to determine membership functions. We can put them into three main categories: 5
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Experiment-based fuzzy statistic; Experiment-based trichotomy; Parametric estimation based on fuzzy distribution. However the ﬁrst two methods depend on some necessary experiment conditions and the limitation of the third one is how to determine the fuzzy distribution and the estimation criterion. Normally, the boundaries and the shapes of membership function must strictly correspond to an interpretation for an observation. So that an objective measurement is the ﬁrst choice and the most suited to determine the membership function for representing a fuzzy set. There is a relation between a histogram of MRI image and the interpretation of a radiologist and propose a generation method (based on histogram) of membership function for extrcting features of brain tissues on MRI images. The second section of this paper explains some of the relationship between the interpretation and gray level of MRI images. The third section presents the combination of histogram measurement and property ranking to determine the membership degree of some brain tissues. The validation is given at last by simulated MR images from BrainWeb [3] with two diﬀerent, T1-weighted (T1), T2-weighted (T2) MRI sequences. The error measurement has been carried out and has shown that this is an eﬃcient method of a membership function generation by using kappa statistic.
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Measurement of the Membership Degree



MRI images can provide much information about brain tissues from a variety of excitation sequences. Generally there are three main tissues in brain image, white matter (WM), gray matter (GM) and cerebral spinal ﬂuid (CSF). Due to the limited resolution of the acquisition system, the partial volume eﬀects in which one pixel may be composed of multiple tissue types. 2.1



Observation space and object



Observation space and object . The universe of discourse B = {v} is the brain image of MRI, where v = (x, y, z) is the coordinate of voxel. The various sequences images of MRI are called signal intensity spaces of B, noted SI ∈ B. We focuss on the two subsets of B, T1 and T2, noted as T1 = {(v, GLT 1 )}, T2 = {(v, GLT 2 )}, where GL denote the gray level or signal intensity of v. Such that SI = {T1, T2}. The pair of v and GL, (v, GL) is our observation object. Destination space . Our task is to answer the question of ”Which tissue does a voxel belonged to?” So the diﬀerent tissues are our destination space noted as Tiss = {CSF, GM, WM, . . .}, Tiss ∈ B. Definition fuzzy set . Due to the partial volume eﬀect, a fuzziness result is more suitable to answer the question mentioned above. Then this question has been mapped to some fuzzy sets of B. View from a relation pair of the signal intensity space and the destination space, (SI, Tiss), we can construct the fuzzy sets as a map like µSI Tiss : B → [0, 1]. It means that a voxel belongs
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to a destination space Tiss with the membership degree µSI Tiss in a signal intensity space SI. 2.2



Interpretation of the histogram features



The gray level histogram of an image represents some statistic features. If we use GLk to present k th gray level, and the total number of gray level is L (for 8-bit image, L=256), k = 0, 1, . . . , L−1. The histogram p(GLk ) gives us an estimation of the probability of GLk . nk (1) N where nk is the total number of pixel which their gray level is equal to GLk . N is the total number of pixels in image. One example of histogram of whole sequence is shown in ﬁgure 1(a). What meaning are these peaks and valleys? By combining the gray level characteristics of the three main tissues on the diﬀerent MRI sequences [4], we have found some features of the MRI image’s histogram: p(GLk ) =



1. The gray levels at the histogram peaks correspond to the feature of pure tissue types. For example in ﬁgure 1(a), the peak maximum corresponds to the feature of pure GM, the middle-height peak corresponds to pure WM and the peak minimum corresponds to pure CSF. 2. The gray levels at the histogram valleys correspond to the feature of mix tissues. The valley means a transition process from one tissue type to another. The maximum valley in ﬁgure 1(a) corresponds to the mix of GM and WM, and the other one corresponds to the mix of CSF and GM. 3. Normalized histogram provide an assessment of possibility. The gray level histogram p(GLk ) of an image provides the frequency or probability of the gray value GLk in the image. If the histogram has been normalized with that of pure tissue corresponded, the normalized histogram can provide an assessment of possibility that the GLk belongs to the pure tissue.
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Generation of the Membership Function



We propose an approach for transforming the histogram into a membership funcpk tion. The feature points for transformation are their peaks, noted as (GLpk SI , p(GLSI )) vl and their valleys, noted as (GLvl SI , p(GLSI )). Let F denote one of transformation operation. So the membership function is presented as equation 2, and an example of transformation from ﬁgure 1(a) is shown in the ﬁgure 2-(a). pk vl µSI Tiss = F{(GLSI , p(GLSI )), p(GLSI ), p(GLSI )}



(2)



where GLSI = {GLT 1 , GLT 2 }. As an example, µSI Tiss can be obtained with the properties ranking in T1, µTW1M ∝ GLT 1 ;



(3)
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1 ; GLT 1



(4)



GLT 1 , if GLT 1 ≤ GLpk T1 pk 1 GLT 1 , if GLT 1 < GLT 1



(5)



1 µTCSF ∝



 1 µTGM



∝



For building a simplicity and continuous membership function of brain tissues on MRI images, function approximating approaches is ﬁrstly considered. According to the shape of µSI Tiss , select a simpler continuous function to approximate them with a rule of minimizing error determined by using a semi-trapezoid’s taking lower function for approximating µT1 CSF , triangle’s taking middle function , semi-trapezoid’s taking upper function for µT1 for µT1 GM WM , and they are illustrated in ﬁgure 1. The parameters of these functions have been determined of course using the boundary points of µSI Tiss , i.e. the feature points in histogram, such as the peaks or valleys.
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Fuzzy Feature Extraction and Evaluation



The simulated MRI volumes, available on the BrainWeb [3], are used to evaluate our method. For extracting their features from original images, a geometric mean as t-norm operation between µSI Tiss is used as a fusion operator of fuzzy information fusion system proposed in [4]. These results are shown in ﬁgure 2. Figure 2-(a) derived directly from the transformed histogram µSI Tiss , and -(b) mentioned in section 3. derived from the approximated functions of µSI Tiss The fuzzy anatomic models provided by BrainWeb [3], are utilized as the Std standard sets µStd T iss shown in ﬁgure 2. The error measurement between µT iss and SI µT iss are done with two methods: detection error of binary set and a measure of agreement using kappa statistic [5]. Because of the fuzzy value µ = 0.5 is a very important feature point which the maximum fuzziness value is in fuzzy set. So the measurement has done by separating into two cases: µT iss > 0 and µT iss ≥ 0.5. We deﬁne the relative miss detection ηrm in (6) and the relative false detection ηrf in (7). ηrm =



NF alseN egative NF alseN egative + NT rueP ositive



(6)



ηrf =



NF alseP ositive NF alseN egative + NT rueP ositive



(7)



where N notes the number of voxels. Some important results are explained that: (1)The fusion operation, geometric mean proposed in [4] as t-norm give a better result. (2)Higher agreement between the µSI Tiss that is derived directly from the transformed histogram, and . That is because the coeﬃcient of kappa statistic for any tissue is upon the µStd T iss 0.67 for 10 classes separated from entire set and is upon 0.96 for two classes that are separated by 0.5-cut set. (3)Lower relative false detection ηrf . The maximum
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ηrf is only 5.49% for 0.5-cut set and for WM is 0.09%. (4)Lower relative miss detection ηrm . The maximum ηrm is 5.74% for 0.5-cut set and 5.52% for entire set. For GM, ηrm is only 1.41% for 0.5-cut set.
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Conclusion



The ﬁrst one of measurement problem in fuzzy set theory deals with measuring the degree of membership of several subjects or objects in a single fuzzy set [1]. The proposed generation approach of membership function based on histogram gives the membership degree by statistic histogram of grey level. This process is described by three steps: calculating the histogram of whole MRI sequence; transformation the histogram into membership function by selecting some feature values such as peaks and valleys of the histogram; a function approximation process to build a continuous membership function. It has performed well the conjunction or fusion of objective measure and a priori knowledge or experiences of neuro-radiologist. The measuring of membership degree is objective, because it is derived from entire histogram of image volume of MRI. The transformation of histogram is derived from an integration of a priori knowledge, experience, objective observation for histogram and analysis of property ranking. The generated membership function can be approximated with an appropriate continuous function. There is at least geometric mean, one of appropriate t-norm operator for conjunction the diﬀerent models. It gives a natural description of possibility. The result of error measure shows a higher agreement of the constructed fuzzy model and the reference fuzzy model by resulting from the coeﬃcient of kappa statistic. Then, this method of membership function generation is only applicable for an object or fuzzy set with larger size.
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Fig. 1. Histogram and membership function. (a) is the histogram of whole se1 ), quence of the original image (b). Continuous membership function (GLT 1 , µTCSF T1 T1 (GLT 1 , µGM ), (GLT 1 , µW M ) are shown in second line, and transformed histogram (ﬁrst 1 1 − histo), (GLT 1 , µTGM − histo) and (GLT 1 , µTW1M − histo). line) (GLT 1 , µTCSF
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Fig. 2. Anatomical models µStd T iss and extraction results by the membership functions SI SI µSI T iss . µT iss -(a) are taken by transformation of histogram, µT iss -(b) are taken by apt−norm 1 are taken by operating t-norm between µTT iss and proximating function, and µT iss 2 µTT iss .
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